[Knowledge retain of BLS and BLS-D theoretical contents in a long-term follow-up].
Despite the many recent improvements in basic life support (BLS) and the widespread training to a great number of lay rescuers, out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA) is still a major cause of death. Nowadays, BLS teaching protocols ask for many concepts to be learned and specific algorithms to be applied, without any available data on how much all these inputs are retained by the students. The present survey aims to evaluate how BLS is really retained by those rescuers (laypersons and nurses) who do not often put it into practice. The first survey was targeted at laypersons who are responsible for security in their work environment. The second survey was targeted at nurses operating in low-intensity wards or out-of-hospital clinics. Both surveys were anonymous and asked specific questions aimed at evaluating how BLS/BLS-D (BLS and defibrillation) information was retained on an average of 3 years after training completion. Lay rescuers showed difficulties in recognizing specific signs of OHCA, were unsure on when to call the emergency medical service and retained few and sometime erroneous information on the correct BLS sequence to perform. The nurses operating in low-intensity settings performed better in terms of OHCA recognition and advanced medical assistance activation, while how to set and operate an automatic external defibrillation was seldom clear. BLS information is usually not retained after a 3-year follow-up by people who are not involved in OHCA management as part of their everyday job. It should be useful to lower the number of concepts taught in current BLS courses in order to focus on the most significant aspects of it, such as prompt emergency medical system activation and early defibrillation.